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Single-crystal or very compact AgCl materials are hardly light sensitive. In presence of adsorbed Ag+ ions,
AgCl precipitates with their correspondingly large surface area, however, lead to the discovery of photography
on paper by Henry Fox Talbot in 1834 and were recently found to act as a catalyst for sustained photocatalytic
oxidation of water to O2. How large must a cluster be so that the inner atoms can be regarded as bulk? How
do the surface atoms differ from inner ones? What is the difference between atoms at the corner, the edge,
and the plane? What happens upon adsorbing water molecules and solvated Ag+ ions on the AgCl cluster
surface? Of what type are the first electronic transitions of such clusters, how large is their oscillator strength,
and how are they influenced by adsorbed silver cations? Cubic (AgCl)n clusters with n ) 4, 32, 108, and 256
have been studied by means of MO calculations and compared with the AgCl molecule and with the infinite
AgCl crystal. The Ag-Cl distance was found to increase by 0.35 Å from AgCl to (AgCl)4 and by 0.13 Å to
(AgCl)32, but then the changes become small, 0.02 Å from (AgCl)108 to (AgCl)256, despite the fact that the
latter still contains 58% surface atoms. The HOMO is made up of Cl lone pairs. It changes little from AgCl
to (AgCl)4, then increases smoothly until no significant change is observed after (AgCl)108. The lowest
unoccupied orbitals are of the 5s(Ag) type and can be identified as surface state levels (SURS) mainly localized
at the corners. The next higher levels extend over the whole cluster. They correlate with the lower edge of
the conduction band of the crystal. The charges of the innermost (AgCl)108 species are almost the same as
those of the innermost (AgCl)256. These results lead to the conclusion that the (AgCl)108 is sufficiently large
for studying the influence of adsorption of an H2O and of Ag+(H2O)2. The largest stabilization of H2O on
(AgCl)108 is observed when it is coordinated to Ag+ at a corner site, which is slightly favored with respect
to an Ag+ site at the plane. Water coordinated to Ag+ in the plane and on the edge has only minor influence
on the SURS and no influence on the HOMO region. However, coordination at the corner shifts the SURS
by about 0.5 eV to higher energy. Although the [Ag(H2O)n]+ (n ) 2, 4, 6) species have been investigated, the
most direct way to study the interaction of solvated silver ions with an (AgCl)n cluster is to choose [Ag(H2O)2]+. We distinguish between a silver site, a chloride site, an interstitial site, and points in between. The
position with the Ag+ of the aquocomplex directly on top of an Ag+ of the cluster was found to be the most
stable. The frontier orbital region of the (AgCl)108 is little affected by the adsorbed aquocomplex. However,
the 5s(Ag) level shows a bonding interaction with the surface at the most stable position. It is stabilized by
interacting with 5p(Ag) which derives from the cluster LUMO region and lies more than 1 eV below the
SURS of (AgCl)108, thus forming a new low-lying surface state. Investigating the frontier orbital electronic
dipole-allowed transitions, we found that for (AgCl)108 the HOMO-to-SURS transition is very weak and that
transitions to the next higher levels are forbidden. In the case of [Ag(OH2)2]+ adsorbed on (AgCl)108 electronic
dipole allowed transitions, corresponding to a charge transfer from the 3p(Cl)-type HOMO of the cluster to
the 5s(Ag) level of the aquocomplex, were found to be responsible for the increased photochemical activity
observed for such systems.

1. Introduction
Silver chloride has been investigated intensively since the
invention of photography on paper by Henry Fox Talbot around
1834. His light sensitive papers were made by first soaking in
sodium chloride and then brushing with an excess of silver
nitrate solution. The key to success was the observation that
the paper was more sensitive to light if there was a deficiency
of NaCl.1,2 Other essential observations made by Talbot were
that the picture could be stabilized by washing it with a large
excess of NaCl and that the photographic paper could be
sensitized by moderate daylight illumination. We have made
similar observations about 160 years later when studying the
* Correspondingauthor: Telephone: +41316314226.E-mail: calza@solar.
iac.unibe.ch.

ability of Ag+-containing systems to photooxidize water to
oxygen under conditions of a Cl- deficiency.3-6 There are now
good reasons to assume that the first photographic papers of
Talbot were based on the ability of silver chloride to oxidize
water to O2 in the presence of an excess of Ag+. Recently we
reported sustained photocatalytic oxidation of water to O2 on
AgCl layers on SnO2:F-coated glass plates modified with a very
thin gold layer.6 The AgCl layer acts as a photocatalyst in the
presence of a small excess of Ag+ ions with a maximum O2
evolution rate in the pH range of 4-6. The light sensitivity in
the visible range is due to self-sensitization caused by reduced
silver species. A system that has never been exposed to light is
insensitive to the visible part of the spectrum; once irradiated
in the near-UV, it becomes sensitive and is capable of
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SCHEME 1: (AgCl)n Clusters; Grey Circles Represent
the Silver Ions, White Circles the Chloride Ions.

Figure 1. Photoelectrochemical experiment illustrating the photocatalytic oxidation of water on an electrochemically prepared AgCl-coated
SnO2:F electrode (1 cm2) modified with a thin gold layer (100 Å)
polarized at 0.0 V vs Hg/Hg2SO4. Oxygen production vs time (upper
graph) and current vs time (lower graph).6

photooxidizing water in the whole visible range with a lower
limit at 600-700 nm.3-6 The photocatalytic water oxidation
can be expressed as follows:
light
[nAg+,mAgCl] + 2r H2O 98 [(n - r)Ag+,mAgCl,rAg0] +

rH+ + 4r O2 (1)
electrode

[(n - r)Ag+,mAgCl,rAg0] 98 [nAg+,mAgCl] + re-

(2)

We show in Figure 1 an experimental result obtained in a
flow system where the produced oxygen was continuously
removed by a nitrogen stream, as an example. The light intensity
at the AgCl-coated electrode was approximately 50 mW/cm2
(Xenon arc lamp through a cold light filter) from which only
part was absorbed. The turnover number for O2 evolution with
respect to the total amount of AgCl after 44 h when the
experiment was stopped was 11, and it is obvious that much
larger turnover numbers can be achieved. The photo current
(eq 2) in these experiments is of reverse sign with respect to
what has been known as Becquerel-type photo current.7 It is
well-known that single-crystal or very compact AgCl materials
are hardly light sensitive. Pronounced light sensitivity is
observed, however, for AgCl materials with a large surface. Such
materials can, for example, be prepared by precipitation or by
electrochemical techniques.6
While the electronic structure of AgCl crystals has been
investigated in detail and can be considered as being well
understood,8-13 little is known about the electronic structure of
AgCl layers, clusters, and surfaces. A theoretical study of AgCl
clusters of relevant size is still missing. A reason for this is the
fast-growing number of atoms in such clusters as illustrated in
Scheme 1 for cubic (AgCl)n clusters. Nevertheless, calculating
such systems and especially trying to extract relevant information from the resulting vast amount of numbers is challenging.

Questions relevant for improving our understanding of the
chemical and photochemical properties of silver chloride nano
and micro crystals are: How large must a cluster be so that the
inner atoms can be regarded as bulk atoms? How do the surface
atoms differ from inner atoms? What is the difference between
atoms on the corner, the edge, and the plane? What happens if
a water molecule or a solvated Ag+ ion is adsorbed on the AgCl
cluster surface? Of what type are the first electronic transitions
of such clusters, how large is their oscillator strength, and how
are they influenced by adsorbed silver cations? To find answers
to these questions we have carried out molecular orbital
calculation of EHMO-ASED type on the cubic clusters shown
in Scheme 1. The surface states were analyzed by comparison
with an extended AgCl crystal. It turned out that (AgCl)108 was
sufficiently large for studying adsorption of a H2O molecule
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TABLE 1: Slater Exponents Used for EHMO Calculations
element

AO

ζ1

Cl

3s
3p
5s
5p
4d
5s
5p
4d
2s
2p
1s

2.18
1.73
1.85
1.30
3.91
1.70
1.30
3.91
2.58
2.27
1.30

Ag+
Ag0
O
H

ζ2

c1

c2

TABLE 2: Charge Iteration Parameters for Calculating the
Coulomb Integrals Used in EHMO Calculations
silver
s VOIE

1.54

0.824

0.329
p VOIE

1.54

0.824

0.329
d VOIE

and of a Ag+(H2O)2 complex. The results presented provide an
understanding for the observations that nano AgCl clusters with
their comparatively large surface area behave so differently with
respect to very compact or single-crystal AgCl materials.
2. Computational Procedure.
MO and Oscillator Strength Calculations. Extended Hückel
molecular orbital (EHMO) calculations14 in their ASED (atomic
superposition and electron delocalization) form15,16 were performed using the ICON-EDiT17 program package. The offdiagonal elements were calculated as18

1
Hij ) KSij(Hii + Hjj)
2

chlorinea
s VOIE
p VOIE
oxygena
s VOIE
p VOIE
hydrogena
s VOIE
a

configuration

d2 (eV)

d1 (eV)

d0 (eV)

4d105s1
4d95s2
4d95s15p1
4d10p1
4d9p2
4d95s15p1
4d11
4d105s1
4d105p1

0.5500
0.3700
0.3100
0.7700
1.1800
1.1800
3.9000
0.4600
0.8100

8.3900
8.8800
9.7100
6.4600
6.8600
6.8600
25.6000
12.6600
11.6700

7.5800
8.8000
10.2300
3.8300
8.1200
4.7600
0.0000
12.7700
14.4900

3s23p5
3s23p5

1.6986
1.6726

15.7089
13.1796

25.2682
13.6880

2s22p4
2s22p4

3.4654
3.4642

22.8877
18.5668

32.3353
15.7957

13.6185

27.1776

13.6012

1s1

Ref 22.

(3)

by using the distance-dependent weighted Wolfsberg-Helmholz formula19

(

K)1+k

exp(-δ(R - d0))

)

1 + (δ(R - d0 - |R - d0|))2

(4)

with κ ) 0.8,20 δ ) 0.35 Å-1, and

k ) κ + ∆2 - ∆4κ ∆ )

Hii - Hjj
Hii + Hjj

(5)

Equations 3-5 are implemented in ICON-EDiT17 as default.
Hii and Hjj are the Coulomb parameters of the ith and jth atomic
orbital. They have been determined by charge iteration; for
details see refs 17, 21, 22. R is the distance between the atoms
on which the atomic orbitals are located, and d0 the sum of the
ith and jth atomic orbital radii as calculated from the corresponding Slater exponents (cf. eqs 13 and 14 in ref 15). A twobody term was used to correct for the core-core repulsion.15,17
The calculations were carried out with the Slater parameters
listed in Table 1. We have reconsidered the charge iteration
parameters for silver according to the procedure described in
refs 21 and 22, and using the spectroscopic data for the Ag
atom reported by Moore.23 The corrected values are listed in
Table 2 and implemented in ICON-EDiT17 and BICONCEDiT24 as default.
The EHMO-ASED bond angle of the water molecule initially
reported was much too large.25 The reason was an overestimation of the antibonding 1s(H)-1s(H) interaction by the Wolfsberg-Helmholz formula. This problem can be overcome by
choosing a smaller κ for the H-H interaction than for the O-H
bond. The result of a calculation with κ ) 1.0 and κ ) 0.2 for
the O-H and for the H-H interaction, respectively, is illustrated
in Figure 2, which shows that the potential obtained by this
procedure is good. Since also the other properties of H2O are
well described by this choice, it has been used throughout all
calculations. The oscillator strength calculations have been
carried out as described in refs 17 and 26.

Figure 2. Calculated potential energy surface of H2O. The minimum
is at d(O-H) ) 0.96 Å and R(H-O-H) ) 107° with the π-type oxygen
lone pair at -12.9 eV as HOMO.

Band Structure Calculations. Extended Hückel tightbinding27 band structure calculations in their ASED form25 were
performed using BICON-CEDiT24 with the same weighted
Wolfsberg-Helmholz formula eqs 3-5 and the same parameters
as for the ICON-EDiT calculations. The first Brillouin zone for
the face-centered cubic AgCl lattice is given in Scheme 2. The
Γ point at the center of the zone possesses the highest symmetry,
while Λ, ∆, and Z denote lines of high symmetry. Density of
states (DOS) and crystal orbital overlap population (COOP)
calculations have been carried out with a set of 100 k-points28
representing the face-centered cubic lattice.
3. Results and Discussion
The clusters investigated in this study are cubic AgCl units.
By increasing the cluster size, as shown in Scheme 1, we finally
end up with an infinite AgCl crystal. Other building blocks are
the hydrated silver ions Ag+(H2O)n, with n ) 2, 4, 6. It is
necessary to discuss them before approaching the (AgCl)n
clusters.
The AgCl Molecule. The AgCl molecule has the tendency
to form larger units in which the Ag+ and the Cl- are surrounded
by six neighbors. The negatively charged complexes AgCln(n-1)are also well-known. They are responsible for the solubility of
silver chloride in concentrated aqueous Cl- solutions.29 It should
be possible to prepare stable AgCl molecules in confined media
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TABLE 3: Experimental and Calculated Data for the AgCl Molecule and the AgCl Crystal
∆E(HOMO-LUMO)/eV

d(Ag-Cl)/Å
expt this work
molecule 2.28b
crystal
2.77
a

2.34
2.94h

DFT-LDAa

SCF-HF expt this work

g

2.44c
2.96e

2.73

3.91b
3.25

DFT-LDAa

4.4
4.2h 3.2i

g

De/eV

SCF-HF expt this work
g

13.5e

1.25

3.22b
5.40f

3.14
3.0h 3.1i

IP/eV

DFT-LDAa
g
g

SCF-HF expt
2.52c
3.70e

this work

11.0d 10.9
g
10.3h 10.3i

Ref 34. Ref 31. Ref 35. Ref 32. Ref 9. Ref 36. No data available. ζ(3s(Cl)) ) 2.18. ζ(3s(Cl)) ) 2.5 calculated for d(Ag-Cl) ) 2.94
b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

Å.

SCHEME 2. The First Brillouin Zone for the FaceCentered Cubic Lattice: Point Γ Is the Center of the
Zone and Possesses the Highest Symmetry, L and X Are
Points, and Λ, ∆, and Z Are Lines of High Symmetry.

Figure 3. Correlation diagram of an AgCl molecule. On the left are
the energy levels of the silver ion, and on the right are those of the
chloride ion. The HOMO-LUMO electronic transition occurs at 3.9
eV and is of 5s(Ag)rn[3px,y(Cl)] charge-transfer type.

such as the cavities of zeolites, similar as has been shown
recently for very small silver sulfide clusters.30 However, only
AgCl molecules in the gas phase have been reported so far.
The dipole moment of AgCl is -5.70 D,31 which is much
smaller than the about -11 D one would expect for a purely
ionic compound in a point mass approximation. We consider
the correlation diagram shown in Figure 3. The HOMO and
HOMO-1 levels are a doubly degenerate 3p(Cl) lone pair and
a σ[5s(Ag)-3pz(Cl)]-type orbital, respectively. The experimental
first ionization energy has been reported to be 11 eV32 and is
well-reproduced by our calculation. It is instructive to compare
it with those of a silver atom and of silver bulk which lie at 7.6
and 5.57 eV,33 respectively, and with those of the Cl atom and
the Cl2, which are 13.1 and 11.48 eV, respectively. The LUMO
is an antibonding σ*-orbital, mainly localized at the silver and
therefore named σ*[5s(Ag)]. The HOMO-LUMO electronic
transition occurs at 3.9 eV and is of 5s(Ag)rn[3px,y(Cl)] charge
transfer (CT) type. Experimental data, data from our calculations, and calculations reported in the literature are summarized
in Table 3.
The AgCl Crystal. To avoid complicated back folding, we
have used a primitive unit cell spanned by three vectors starting
in a cube corner pointing to the center of the adjoining vertexes
to calculate the face-centered cubic AgCl crystal. The corresponding Brillouin zone is shown in Scheme 2. Electronic
transitions in AgCl crystals are intensively discussed in the
literature. The AgCl absorption spectrum shows a broad band
starting below 400 nm.37 An indirect band gap of 3.25 eV from
the L to the Γ point has been observed in photoelectron spectra.38
The direct band gap was found at Γ. Its energy was reported to
be about 2 eV larger than that of the indirect LrΓ one. This
interpretation is consistent with band structure calculations

Figure 4. Band structure of an AgCl crystal along the symmetry lines
Λ, ∆, and Z. The band structure on the left side has been calculated
with ζ(3s(Cl)) ) 2.18 and on the right with ζ(3s(Cl)) ) 2.5.

reported by Aprà et al.,9 Bassani et al.,11 and Victora.12 There
is general agreement that the valence band consists of 3p(Cl)type orbitals, while the conduction band is of 5s(Ag)-type.
Results of EHTB-calculations are illustrated in Figures 4-6.
We first discuss the band structures in Figure 4. Three main
regions can be distinguished within the energy window shown.
The flat band at about -23 eV derives from 3s(Cl) states. 3p(Cl) and 4d(Ag) lie between -14 and -10 eV and mix slightly,
the HOMO is of 3p(Cl)-type. The results obtained with the 3s(Cl) Slater parameter reported in Table 2 are on the left side of
Figure 4. They show the expected level ordering of the valenceand conduction band. However, the relative positions of the
LUMO at the Γ and the X point are reversed, with respect to
what is known from experiments. The reason for this can be
understood by analyzing the orbitals at the respective high
symmetry points. We found that the antibonding s-orbitals at Γ
and the bonding s-orbitals at X shown in Figure 4 (left)
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TABLE 4: Bond length d(Ag+-O) of [Ag(H2O)n]+ (n )
2,4,6) Complexesa
coordination
number

geometry

2
4
6

linear
tetrahedral
octahedral

bond length d(Ag+-O)/Å
calcd
expt
2.20
2.40
2.50

2.15
2.40
2.50

∆Estabilization
per H2O/eV
-0.60
-0.81
-0.58

a
∆Estabilization is the calculated energy difference between the complex
and the free Ag+ and H2O.

Figure 5. Density of states (DOS) and the contributions of 3s(Cl),
3p(Cl), 5s(Ag), and 4d(Ag) in the energy region from -25 to 5 eV.
The dashed horizontal line indicates the Fermi level f at -10.3 eV.

Figure 6. Crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) for all nearest
neighbor interactions in an AgCl crystal. The solid lines give the COOP,
and the dashed vertical lines represent the integrated values. The dashed
horizontal line indicates the Fermi level f.

determine the relative positions of this band. The interaction of
the conduction band at X with the A1g level in the valence band
seems to be less important. From this one can expect that
contraction of the 3s(Cl) orbital will significantly weaken the
antibonding interactions at Γ. The result is that the conduction
band comes down and that the indirect LrΓ band gap decreases
in energy. At X we expect the reverse effect to occur, namely
some destabilization of the conduction band. The result of
calculations with ζ(3s(Cl)) ) 2.5 reported on the right side of
Figure 4 shows that the effect is even more pronounced than
expected. The LUMO starts at the same energy at L but comes
down much faster than for the non contracted 3s(Cl) orbital. It
reaches its minimum at Γ and then goes up as before and comes
down at X again but not as deep as at the Γ point. The indirect
LrΓ band gap is now found at 3.2 eV while the direct one is
located at the Γ point at 4.4 eV, in agreement with the
experiment. At point X we observe that the interaction of the
LUMO with the A1g level in the HOMO region is weakened.
We conclude that contracted 3s(Cl) orbitals are needed for a
correct description of the relative energy of the direct and the
indirect band gap but that this contraction is of little consequence
for the description of the valence band region. EHTB calculations on AgBr that have recently been reported39 show qualitatively the same valence band features as we have described
for AgCl. The conduction band of the AgBr crystal is, however,
significantly different. At point X it decreases to low energy
that leads to an indirect LrX band gap.
We turn to direct space by looking at the density of states
(DOS) and the crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) of
the infinite AgCl system in Figures 5 and 6. The DOS and the
orbital contributions of 3s(Cl), 3p(Cl), 5s(Ag), and 4d(Ag)
orbitals and the COOP are shown for the same energy window

as used in Figure 4. The dashed horizontal line represents the
Fermi level f at -10.3 eV. The lowest region at -23 eV is
dominated by 3s(Cl) orbitals. The next region is characterized
by the typical sharp features caused by the T2g 4d(Ag) orbitals
with the 5s(Ag) and 3p(Cl) contributions. The valence band
region is dominated by 3p(Cl) orbitals with some 5s(Ag) at the
lower end and some 4d(Ag) contributions. The conduction band
consists of almost pure 5s(Ag) orbitals. The first direct and
indirect electronic transition are of 3p(Cl) to 5s(Ag) chargetransfer type. It is interesting that these LUMOrHOMO
transitions are of the same kind as already encountered in the
AgCl molecule. The integrated COOP in Figure 6 is represented
by the vertical dashed line. The bonding Ag-Cl interaction is
only slightly weakened by an antibonding region just below
the valence band edge. However, the Ag-Ag and the Cl-Cl
interactions are antibonding. Their integrated COOPs are both
negative at the Fermi level. This is the reason for the larger
Ag-Cl distance in the crystal compared to the molecule and
the small clusters.
The [Ag(OH2)n]+ Complexes. The coordination of the silver
cation in water has been investigated by different methods.40-43
There is general agreement that in the most stable solvated
aquocomplex, the Ag+ is tetrahedrally coordinated by four water
molecules.41 However, two-, four-, and six-coordinated complexes are known from crystallographic data, with linear,
tetrahedral, and octahedral geometry, and mean Ag-O distances
of 213, 240, and 250 pm, respectively.44 Measurements of the
thermodynamic data for the gas-phase reaction 6 have been
reported.40-43

[Ag(H2O)2]+(g) f Ag+(g) + 2H2O(g)

(6)

The values found for the free energy ∆G°, the entropy ∆S°,
and the enthalpy ∆H° are 184 kJ/mol, 188 J/(mol K) and 236
kJ/mol, respectively. The electronic spectra of silver aquocomplexes which are colorless have been studied by Texter et al.45
They reported broad bands with maxima at 225, 210, and 192
nm. The 225 nm band coincides with the long wavelength
absorption band of silver aquocomplexes in zeolite A cavities.46
We studied the geometry and the electronic structure of the three
[Ag(OH2)n]+ aquocomplexes with n ) 2, 4, and 6. A linear, a
tetrahedral, and an octahedral complex were found to be stable
for n ) 2, 4, and 6, respectively, with increasing Ag-O bond
length, in good agreement with experimental data.44 Planar [Ag(OH2)4]+ was found to be unstable while the tetrahedral complex
is the most stable species. The preference of tetrahedral with
respect to octahedral coordination corresponds to what is
generally expected for a d10 central atom from angular overlap
reasoning.47 This is also true for the Td symmetry of the [Ag(OH2)4]+ with respect to a planar arrangement, because OH2 is
a weakly interacting ligand. The stabilization energy ∆Estabilization
reported in the last column of Table 4 is the calculated energy
difference between the complex and the separated Ag+ and H2O.
In Figure 7 we show a correlation diagram connecting different
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Figure 7. Correlation diagram of silver aquocomplexes. On the left
energy levels are of Ag+, on the right the energy levels of H2O are
shown. The arrow indicates an electronic charge-transfer transition CT
from the inner shell water lone pairs to the 5s(Ag) orbital.

silver aquocomplexes. It is essential for the understanding of
their electronic structure.
In all cases the LUMO is well separated from all other levels.
It shifts little in energy and consists mainly of 5s(Ag) orbitals.
We therefore name it the 5s(Ag) level. The character of the
HOMO is always of n(H2O)-type. The positive charge of the
central atom stabilizes this level. This stabilization is more
pronounced for small coordination numbers. The larger the
coordination number, the better the charge can be distributed.
We focus on the most stable complex [Ag(OH2)4]+. In water it
is surrounded by a next shell of water molecules which helps
to dilute the positive charge of the central atom. This has been
simulated by adding 8 outer shell water molecules. They have
been arranged so that each oxygen of the outer shell water is
bridged to an inner shell hydrogen atom. The HOMO obtained
in this case is a water lone pair which belongs to the outer shell
water molecules. More interesting is the HOMO-1 level. Its
character is approximately 95% of inner shell n(H2O) type. The
first electronic transition of solvated silver ions can therefore
be described as 5s(Ag)rn(H2O) charge transfer, as indicated
in Figure 7. The computed oscillator strength for this transition
is 0.03, in reasonable agreement with the oscillator strength of
the 225 nm band measured in a 1.4 × 10-4 M AgClO4 aqueous
solution which we found to be 0.01.
The (AgCl)n Clusters. We model (AgCl)n clusters as shown
in Scheme 1. The smallest one consists of 8 atoms which are
all on the surface. What are the most relevant changes which
occur with increasing cluster size and at what size do the
innermost cluster properties become almost identical to those
of the extended crystal? To find an answer we have evaluated
the development of the AgCl distance, of the frontier orbitals,
and of the charge distribution.
The optimized AgCl distances, reported in Figure 8, show
an increase of 0.35 Å from AgCl to (AgCl)4 and of 0.13 Å to
(AgCl)32, but then the curve flattens and changes become small,
only 0.02 Å from (AgCl)108 to (AgCl)256. The sharp increase of
the AgCl distance at the beginning and its smooth continuation
is due to the antibonding Ag-Ag and Cl-Cl interactions
reported in Figure 6. When comparing the (AgCl)256 with the
infinite crystal we should keep in mind that the former still
consists of 58% surface atoms. This becomes evident when
inspecting the position of the frontier orbitals in Figure 9. The
energy of the HOMO changes little between AgCl and (AgCl)4
because it consists of Cl lone pairs in both cases. Then it
increases smoothly but no significant change is observed after
the (AgCl)108. The lowest unoccupied orbitals of the clusters
show a completely different behavior. They are of 5s(Ag)-type
already in the AgCl as seen in Figure 3. In the larger clusters

Figure 8. Calculated AgCl distance as a function of the cluster size.
The line between (AgCl)256 and the crystal is dashed, because of the
cluster surface states.

Figure 9. Frontier orbitals in dependence of the (AgCl)n cluster size.

they are mainly localized at the corner atoms and can therefore
be identified as surface state (SURS) levels48,49 which obviously
do not exist in the infinite extended crystal. The next higher
level expands over the whole cluster. It correlates with the lower
edge of the conduction band. The energy level diagram of the
(AgCl)108 shown in Figure 10 gives more details. At -7 eV we
find 4 levels of 5s(Ag) type which are localized at the 4 corner
Ag atoms and can therefore be described as typical SURS. The
next higher levels at -5.9 eV and above show a mixing of bulk
and surface atoms. They keep their character in the infinite
crystal. The HOMO region consists of mainly 3p(Cl)-type
orbitals which expand over the whole cluster and correlate with
the edge of the valence band of the crystal.
So far we have distinguished only between surface and bulk
atoms. A more detailed picture in which single atoms can be
separately discussed is provided by the charge calculated from
Mulliken population analysis. In Figure 11 we distinguish
between the charges of chloride ions, shown on the left, and
the charges of the silver ions, shown on the right. Large and
dark balls represent large positive charges in the case of silver
and large negative charges in the case of chloride. The (AgCl)108
cluster is shown at the top. The chloride ions at the corners and
also at the edges are significantly more negative than the others.
It is remarkable that their charges remain already constant after
the outermost shell. This is different for the silver. Again the
corner and the edge atoms bear the largest charges. But there
are significant changes among the others. It is obvious that a
single shell is not sufficient to keep their charges constant. We
therefore also show the results obtained for the (AgCl)256. The
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Figure 12. Investigated positions of the Ag+(OH2)2 on the (AgCl)108
cluster surface. The distance to the surface, the angle about the indicated
axis, and the O-Ag+-O angle have been varied.

TABLE 5: Calculated d(Ag-O) Distances and Stabilization
Energies of H2O on the (AgCl)108 Surface

Figure 10. Energy levels of an (AgCl)108 cluster. The surface states
(SURS) reduce the HOMO-LUMO gap by about 1 eV. The SURS
consist of 5s(Ag) orbitals, located at the corner of the cluster.

Figure 11. Mulliken charge distribution of (AgCl)108 and (AgCl)256.
The drawing is made so that the corner, the edge, the plane, and the
core atoms can be recognized. Left: charge distribution of the chloride
ions in (AgCl)108. Right: charge distribution of the silver ions in
(AgCl)108 and (AgCl)256.

main observation is that all charges of the innermost (AgCl)108
atoms are nearly the same as those of the innermost (AgCl)256
atoms. The change of the AgCl distance (Figure 8), the behavior
of the frontier orbitals (Figure 9), and the charge distribution
lead to the conclusion that the (AgCl)108 is sufficiently large to
model important features of (AgCl)n nano clusters. For this
reason, adsorption of a water molecule and of Ag+(H2O)2
species have been studied on (AgCl)108.

plane
edge
corner

d(Ag-O)/Å

∆Estabilization/eV

2.9
2.9
2.7

-0.20
-0.17
-0.29

Water on an (AgCl)108 Surface. The interaction of a H2O
molecule on an (AgCl)108 surface is evaluated. We distinguish
between a silver site (position 1), a chloride site (position 2),
an interstitial site (position 3), and points between, as indicated
on the right of Figure 12. The calculations have been carried
out by assuming that the oxygen points toward the surface and
that the C2 axis of H2O is normal to it. Rotation around the C2
axis has only minor influence on the stabilization energy. We
therefore decided not to consider this any further. In the middle
of an (AgCl)108 cluster plane the most stable situation corresponds to a water molecule opposite to an Ag+, similar as in
the silver aquocomplexes, with an equilibrium distance of 2.9
Å and a stabilization energy of 0.2 eV with respect to the
separated H2O and (AgCl)108. On moving along the connecting
line from position 1 to position 2, the energy remains nearly
constant until we approach the Cl- where it rises significantly.
The same is true when traveling from positions 1 to 3 to 2. The
situation is similar for a water molecule placed on the edge,
however, the stabilization energy is slightly smaller. The largest
stabilization is observed when H2O is coordinated to Ag+ at a
corner site, which is favored by about 0.1 eV with an equilibrium
distance of 2.7 Å, see Table 5. It is interesting to observe that
the H2O coordinated to Ag+ in the plane and on the edge have
only a minor influence on the SURS levels, illustrated in Figure
10, and no influence on the HOMO region. However, those
coordinated to the corner shift the SURS of the corresponding
Ag+ level by about 0.5 eV to higher energy. When the four
corner Ag+ are coordinated by H2O, all SURS shift by this
amount of energy.
Ag+(H2O)2 on an (AgCl)108 Surface. The easiest way to
study the interaction of solvated silver ions with a (AgCl)n
cluster is to choose [Ag(H2O)2]+. We distinguish between a
silver site (position 1), a chloride site (position 2), an interstitial
site (position 3), and points between, similar to what has been
done for the H2O. We allow rotation of the complex about the
axis normal to the surface, variation of the distance to the

Silver Chloride Clusters and Surface States

Figure 13. The two stable positions 1 (upper part) and 2 (lower part)
of [Ag(OH2)2]+ on the (AgCl)108 surface. The O-Ag+-O angle is 160°
and 200°, respectively. On the left, bonding interactions are dashed.

surface, and variation of the H2O-Ag+-OH2 angle as indicated
in Figure 12.
Position 1, where the Ag+ of the aquocomplex is directly
above an Ag+ of the cluster, is the most stable. In this
configuration the two H2O are bent by about 10° toward the
surface, as illustrated in Figure 13. At position 2 the Ag+ is
directly above a Cl-. It corresponds to a local minimum, with
two H2O bent by about 10° away from the surface, which is
slightly less stable than position 1. At position 1 the two oxygen
atoms of the ligands are stabilized by interacting with the
neighboring silver ions, while at position 2 antibonding interaction with neighboring chloride ions becomes dominant. On the
other hand the Ag+ of the aquocomplex is more stabilized at
position 2, which is expressed in the shorter Ag+ surface
distance. The former effect is, however, stronger and makes
position 1 the most stable.
The frontier orbital region of the (AgCl)108 cluster is little
affected by the adsorbed aquocomplex with the exception of
the 5s(Ag) level of the [Ag(H2O)2]+, which shows a bonding
or an antibonding interaction with the surface, depending on
the position as illustrated in Figure 14. At position 1 the 5s
energy level is stabilized by about 1 eV with respect to the
aquocomplex and lies more than 1 eV below the SURS of
(AgCl)108, thus forming a new low-lying surface state. This
single level rises quickly in energy, to the region of the levels
above the SURS, when the [Ag(H2O)2)+] is shifted to position
2, because here the Ag+ experiences an antibonding interaction
with a 3p(Cl) orbital. The stabilization at position 1 is due to
the opposite effect, namely a bonding interaction of the 5s(Ag)
of the complex with 5p(Ag) deriving from the cluster LUMO
region.
We now investigate the frontier orbital dipole-allowed
electronic transitions of the (AgCl)108 cluster and the influence
caused by an adsorbed [Ag(H2O)2]+. For (AgCl)108, the HOMOto-SURS transition is very weak (<10-4) and those to the next
higher levels are forbidden. We consider transitions to be
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Figure 14. The 5s(Ag) levels deriving from [Ag(OH2)2]+ on (AgCl)108
positions 1 left) and 2 (right), qualitatively explained below.

TABLE 6: Calculated Oscillator Strength for the
5s(Ag)rHOMO Electronic Transition of the
(AgCl)108-[Ag(H2O)2]+ System (the HOMO consists
of three nearly degenerate levels)
∆E/eV

fed,x/
10-3

fed,y/
10-3

fed,z/
10-3

fed,tot/
10-3

LUMO

2.2

0.51

3.07

0.51

4.09

LUMO+12

5.0

1.76

0.32

1.74

3.82

Ei
position 1
HOMO
position 2
HOMO

Ef

forbidden when the calculated oscillator strength is smaller than
10-5. This means that these nano clusters are expected to be
colorless, despite the low-lying SURS. This changes, however,
in case of the [Ag(OH2)2]+-(AgCl)108 system because now
weakly allowed transitions to the 5s(Ag) level of the aquocomplex can be observed. In case of the more important position 1,
this transition corresponds to a charge transfer from the cluster
3p(Cl)-type HOMO to the Ag+ of the aquocomplex with an
oscillator strength of 0.004. At position 2 this transition changes
mainly in energy but not in intensity and type, see Table 6.
Placing [Ag(H2O)2]+ on all six faces of the (AgCl)108 (position
1), the oscillator strength rises more than 6 times, namely to
0.032. This means that cooperation takes place. It is likely that
these CT transitions are responsible for the well-known increased photochemical activity of nanocrystalline AgCl materials
in the presence of an excess of silver ions.
4. Conclusions
Computational results obtained for AgCl, for an infinite AgCl
crystal, for H2O, and [Ag(H2O)n]+ with n ) 2, 4, 6 have been
found to be in good agreement with experimental results. Based
on this we have presented a study of (AgCl)n (n ) 4, 32, 108,
256) clusters and we have investigated the influence of adsorbed
H2O and Ag+(H2O)2 on the electronic structure of (AgCl)108.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the electronic structure of an infinite AgCl
crystal, a nano cluster with one [Ag(H2O)2]+ adsorbed on its surface,
and one with several of them adsorbed, some of them already reduced
and therefore represented as (Agmr+)aq with r e m. The crystal band
gap and (AgCl)n-(Agmr+)aq values correspond to experimental values.

The well-established difference of light sensitivity between
single-crystal or very compact AgCl materials and of AgCl
nanocrystals, on which Ag+ ions have been adsorbed, have been
investigated. Main features of the different electronic structures
of an AgCl single crystal, a nano crystal with one [Ag(H2O)2]+
adsorbed and a nano crystal on which several are adsorbed, some
of them already reduced and therefore represented as (Agmr+)aq
with r e m, are summarized in Figure 15. Properties of silver
clusters and their role in silver halide photography have been
investigated in detail by Henglein50 and Belloni et al.51 We have
observed that placing an Ag(H2O)2+ on all six faces of the
(AgCl)108, the oscillator strength of the first electronic transition,
which is of 5s(Ag)r3p(Cl) CT type, rises more than six times
with respect to (AgCl)108-[Ag(H2O)2]+ due to the cooperation
between the adsorbed silver species. It is likely that these CT
transitions are responsible for the well-established increased
photochemical activity of nanocrystalline AgCl materials in the
presence of an excess of silver ions.
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